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ANGAD 

SYNOPSIS 

The Film ANGAD is a sensitive yet inspiring story of a young 10 year old boy 

who, along the journey of the film, undergoes a transition from a shy, fearful 

and timid boy to a confident and courageous lad who is an inspiration for many 

others. ANGAD, as the name suggests, is the name of the main protagonist 

hailing from Punjabi Sikh family and is Punjab (Ropar).  

Angad, the son of Gurleen and Captain Kripal Singh, is born when Captain 

Kripal Singh was on duty at the Indian borders. Unfortunately, since Angad’s 

birth, there is no news about Captain Kirpal Singh despite intense 

investigations. Gurleen who lives with her middle aged sister-in-law Veera,  

raises Angad by telling him bravery stories about his father every night. Even 

though Gurleen and Veera shower Angad with their love and care, there is a 

big vacuum in his life. Once Angad starts going to school, he hears stories from 

friends about their fun moments and special gifts from their fathers, he begins 

to realize the vacuum. He starts missing the feeling of having a father. 

Angad does not make many friends in school. Though the school principal 

never distinguished between Angad and other children, some teachers are 

rather harsh on him and did not understand him. Many boys from Jeetu’s gang 

often make fun of Angad as sometimes he stammers. He is shy in the 

classroom and sits on the last bench. He does not interact with other class 

mates except Golu, his only friend. Golu is a son of a balloon seller who gives 

him balloons many a times and plays with him. Golu often takes him to his 

father and they play with the balloons and forget about all his sorrow.  

Kripal Singh’s close friend and a local shopkeeper, Raichand, tries to befriend 

Angad whenever he gets an opportunity. Raichand many a times insists Angad 

to have lassi like  his father. Apart from being a brave soldier,  Kirpal Singh was 

also a very good kabbadi player and loved to drink lassi. But Angad avoids 

drinking lassi and is sometimes even rude to Raichand who offers him lassi on 

his way from school. Raichand being a well wisher of Kripal singh’s family 

understands Angad’s emotions and prays that Angad will also become a brave 

boy like Kripal Singh one day. 



Gurleen often goes to the Gurudwara and offer prayers for the early return of 

Kripal Singh. Angad usually accompanies his mother to the Gurudwara. The 

story takes a turn when one day, an Army Jeep arrives in front of Angad’s 

home with a message from the  Army Headquaters that Kripal singh was 

declared martyr as 10 years had passed ever since he went missing. Gurleen 

and Veeran gets a big shock as they were  always hopeful that Kripal Singh 

would return one day .   

After a long period of mourning, Gurleen goes to the Gurudwara..she is 

sad...she’s a broken woman...her faith is shaken...  “ I have been coming here 

for last 10 years without a break...i have been praying for Kripal’s return...I 

have been praying for Angad that he should meet his father....” Gurleen breaks 

down , 'why you have taken Angad’s father from him...? . Suddenly she realises 

Angad was not with her. She starts searching for him frantically here and there 

but doesn't find. Strangely  Angad comes across Inderjeet, a man who was 

doing seva at the Gurudwara gate. Here a great bonding occurs between these 

two strangers. When Gurleen returns, she gets surprised to see Angad laughing  

with this stranger...she gets upset...she shouts at Inderjeet...Angad tries to 

explain but she scold him too...Inderjeet is  shocked. The Priest of the 

Gurudwara tries to intervene but   Gurleen is so upset that she does’nt even 

listen to him and  takes Angad away from there. 

But what Angad had  found in those few moments was enough for him to form 

some strange kind of bond with Inderjeet. From that day onwards, Angad looks 

forward to going to Gurudwara with Gurleen and in fact sometimes even 

reminds her that they should perhaps go to Gurdwara. He meets Inderjeet 

everytime he goes and Inderjeet answers all his innocent questions and 

concerns. He starts meeting Inderjeet secretly even after school. He shares 

with him his innermost feelings and Inderjeet listens to him patiently and even 

advises him to think in the right direction. He tells him that every child had 

some hidden potential and that he should not try to hate others if they tease 

him. One day Angad insists Inderjeet to accompany him to the school as one 

boy Jeetu was troubling him a lot . He would not allow him to play with other 

boys. After a lot of insistence Inderjeet agrees and goes to sort out the matter. 

Though Jeetu understand in front of Inderjeet but later he again becomes cross 



with Angad and even teases him all the more. Some of his friends start thinking 

that Inderjeet was his father. 

Slowly and gradually Angad’s confidence strats building up. There is an 

announcement in the school about an interclass Kabbadi competition. First 

time Angad is excited and he wants to take part in the competition. Golu tries 

to convince him that he has never played kabbadi and other students won’t 

allow him but Angad insists and somehow manages to convince the teacher to 

accept his name. Angad shares his fears and his feelings with Inderjeet who 

encourages him to overcome them. He even encourages him to take part in  

Kabbadi as his father excelled in that. He starts his training of kabbadi in a 

small secluded field near gurudwara. 

Angad now starts becoming more expressive and active. He starts interacting  

at home i a better manner. Gurleen and Veeran are pleasantly surprised and 

are enjoying Angad’s new change. When Gurleen comes to know from Golu 

that Angad is taking part in Kabaddi she ‘s is excited. Angad is regularly 

practising with Inderjeet, he is also making him learn all the tricks of the 

game...Golu who is also introduced to Inderjeet and he is very happy to see his 

best friend improving like this. Golu knows the truth that Inderjeet is not his 

father and he’s only a well wisher of Angad.  

The Kabbadi match takes place in the school... Angad is in one team while 

Jeetu and his gang are in the other team.  During the match one of the payers 

even gets an injury and Angad’s tries to help him and at that point Jeetu’s team 

takes advantage and win important points of the game. The teacher and the 

students are sad, but Golu tries to cheer everyone up...However Golu’s team 

loses and once again Jeetu’s gang gets an opportunity to tease Angad. But this 

time Angad gives them back. He has got his confidence back even though he 

lost the match. He knows that he can play and win if given a next chance. 

While going back home they both pass by Raichand’s shop. He is crossing the 

shop when suddenly he stops and looks at Raichand…he looks at him and 

smiles…Raichand is surprised at this move…Angad tells him.. “ uncle won’t you 

offer me Lassi today…” Both Raichand and Golu are surprised. Angad who was 

always afraid of talking to Raichand  was asking for lassi himself. Raichand is so 



glad that the tears roll down from his eyes and he remembers his friend Kripal 

singh and happily gives him a glass of lassi. 

Golu also takes him to Inderjeet uncle who explains to him that in the kabbadi 

match he may have lost but the fact that he played honestly and also helped 

the injured friend Angad was a winner in the eyes of the Lord. Inderjeet lifts up 

his spirits and tells him that he would soon win the kabbadi match with 

practice.   

At home Gurleen and Veeran make favourite dishes for him as they were 

happy that Angad had taken a first step towards kabbadi, Kirpal’s dream. In the 

night Gurleen is talking to Angad who is quite excited about the kabaddi game. 

Gurleen then wants her to narrate some incident about his father Kirpal Singh 

and his never say die attitude but  Angad for the first time refuses to hear any 

more stories of his father and goes to sleep. Gurleen is shocked...Angad had 

never ever behaved like this.  

Gurleen was upset the whole day , she speaks to Veeran about this new 

change of attitude in Angad’s life. She is upset and decides to find out more 

from his school friends and teachers. At school she is surprised to know that 

angad had introduced his friends to his father recently. Gurleen is absolutely 

shocked to know this. She wants to meet Angad at the school but he was  not 

at school either.  Golu very reluctantly  tells her that he must be in the fields 

near gurudwara.  

Gurleen goes to the fields and sees that angad was laughing , playing and 

having a good time with Inderjeet. She gets furious. She shouts at Inderjeet 

and asks him to keep away from Angad. When Angad tries to intervene she 

slaps Angad and takes him away from there. 

At home she gets furious at Angad  for missing school and secretly meeting 

Inderjeet. when he insists on going back to Inderjeet. She completely puts a 

stop for Angad to ever meet Inderjeet again. 

Angad goes into his shell once again and stops eating and gets very difficult to 

handle. His mother then even tries to get his best friend Golu home with a lot 

of balloons but nothing cheers him up. His teacher also comes home to inform 



that there was another Kabbadi match coming up and that Angad should get 

well soon if he wanted to be in the team.   

Angad’s  health is not improving, He only wants his favourite uncle Inderjeet.  

Doctors suggest that he’s getting into depression and if Gurleen wants him to 

improve then let him meet Inderjeet for once. 

Gurleen goes to Gurudwara and meets the priest and wants to find out about 

Inderjeet. She is surprised to know that Inderjeet had left Ropar the day 

Gurleen had scolded him and asked him to leave Angad forever. She feels very 

bad and wants to know more about his whereabouts.  The priest now tells her  

Inderjeet’s story... 

Inderjeet was once a very rich businessman who had lost his entire family in an 

accident...he had two kids of 7 and 10 years of age. He was driving the car in 

which the entire family was returning from a picnic. It was a deadly accident 

where the entire family was killed. Inderjeet blamed himself for the accident 

and was not able to come out of the tragedy. He left his town and in search of 

peace he came and stayed here in this gurudwara. He used to do all the seva 

for the temple to get some peace of mind. He was a lonely man...a broken 

man. Priest says that he had lost all his smile and it was only due to Angad that 

his happiness had come back. Also, that Inderjeet was a very humble man even 

though he was from a rich family and he used to happily do service in the 

Gurudwara.. 

Gurleen was in tears...she had shouted and scolded a man who was already 

hurt and disturbed. She feels really bad for herself.  

In due course of time Guruleen realizes that Inderjeet's love for Angad was 

unconditional and selfless.  She feels very bad for doubting the integrity of  

Inderjeet.  When she learns about his tragic past, her heart fills up with a sense 

of understanding for him.   

One day Veeran meets Inderjeet and she requests him to come and meet 

Angad as he was unwell. On her insistence he agrees to come and meet Angad. 

Angad is too happy to meet him.  

When Gurleen enters her house with medicines in her hands she hears the 

laughters of Angad ...she is surprised...she’s more surprised to see Angad 



playing , chating and laughing with Inderjeet. Angad was telling Inderjeet that 

there was a Kabbadi match coming up in school very soon and it was an  

interschool matches. He asks if Inderjeet would be able to train him..? 

Inderjeet tells him to first recover by eating proper medicines and food and 

then he would train him. As soon as Inderjeet sees Gurleen he gets up and 

wants to leave. He says sorry to Gurleen. Gurleen is very apologetic...she says 

sorry to Inderjeet. Angad is happy..he asks his mother if he can play kabaddi 

match and if Inderjeet uncle could do the training. She nods in yes and Angad 

is excited. 

That night Angad tells Gurleen to cook his favourite food and that he will soon 

go to school. As he determines to get well soon, he becomes more positive and 

even starts going to school. Even though he was weak he starts his practice 

with a renewed spirit taking guidance from Inderjeet. 

Final kabaddi match…Initially Angad was not part of the team and their school 

was losing. Golu then tells the teacher that perhaps Angad should be taken in 

the team. “if anyone can change the course of the match it is 

Angad...”...teacher calls for Angad ....there is excitement......no one knows how 

will he play... The teachers students, Golu all are cheering for Angad. But 

Angad is not upto his best. His team is losing. All are surprised at this...teachers 

are asking Angad to be more alert and attentive...All the students and teachers 

now start getting angry on Angad...Gurleen also tries to cheer him up but 

Angad is only looking for Inderjeet. He’s not focussing on his game. His 

concentration is diverted. Suddenly Angad sees Inderjeet appearing from a 

distance...he gets excited...he’s happy...Inderjeet waves him from the 

distance...a new wave of energy floats in Angad...suddenly he starts winning 

the points...all are excited...they all start cheering him again...Angad plays his 

best kabaddi game and finally wins the match for the school. Here Gurleen also 

realises the presence of inderjeet and sudden change in Angad’s attitude…and 

wow...the result...they win the match at the last minute because of the tricks 

and planning of Angad. Everyone is amazed...all the team players who were 

against Angad’s inclusion pick him up in their arms...teachers are 

surprised....fellow students are happy...Golu is too excited on the result and 

Angad...he’s on top of the world...this is the first time that he gets a feeling of 

winning... 



After the match Angad is taken on the  shoulders.. gets hugged by his teachers 

and friends...but he was still trying to find Inderjeet. He gets the prize, medal 

and a trophy. Gurleen hugs him..tears start rolling down her cheeks...it was her 

dream that came true today...she always wanted her son to be a kabaddi 

champion like her father. Today she can see Kripal’s image in her son Angad. 

All eyes are on Angad but Angad is looking for Inderjeet who is not to be seen 

anywhere.  

After all the celeberations Angad rushes to gurudwara...as soon as he reaches 

there, he finds Inderjeet all set to leave. He stops him...pleads him not to 

go...but Inderjeet says no he has to go and that  as he believes that  he has 

disturbed Gurleen’s peace of mind...Gurleen, Veeran and the priest also come 

by then. Priest tells them that it is God’s will  that Angad and Inderjeet had 

met. It is he who wants them to stay together.. 

Next day, morning we see that Inderjeet ,Gurleen , Veeran and the priest 

coming out of the darbar sahib...they all are looking for Angad...Angad is 

standing near the sacred pond praying exactly the way Kripal singh used to do 

it. They all come to him…Angad is happy to see Inderjeet and his mother 

Gurleen with each other. He gives a hi five to Inderjeet and holds Gurleen and  

Inderjeet’s hands and together the three of them happily walk towards to 

gurudwara exit.  
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